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WELCOME
Welcome to the eighth annual Catalyst Fund evaluation, featuring the largest, most comprehensive data set for the U.S. 
Reproductive Justice (RJ) Movement. This report represents a remarkable collaboration between a funder and its grantees to 
provide foundations, individual donors, and field practitioners alike with a bird’s-eye view of one of the most compelling movements 
of our time. It would not be possible without the more than forty organizations across the country who devoted significant time 
and energy to sharing their 2015 data, stories, and reflections with Groundswell Fund as well as the smaller set of RJ leaders who 
helped us analyze and interpret the findings. Time and energy are precious in movement work; each year Groundswell honors the 
time our grantees spend on this evaluation by working intensively with an external evaluation firm, Korwin Consulting, to analyze 
and present the collective picture of their work to a wide audience of foundations and donors.

This report has always been honest, reporting on the strengths and weaknesses, 
victories and defeats of the movement. And it has always inspired new interest 
in and philanthropic giving to the RJ movement. For those already giving to or 
working within this movement, it has helped inform strategy as we work to identify 
and address key gaps, navigate trends, and find windows of opportunity. Moving 
new money to RJ organizations, whether or not those resources come through 
Groundswell Fund’s doors, is a core way that we support the field. 

In 2015, Catalyst grantees worked on the ground in 39 states, the District of 
Columbia, and Puerto Rico, addressing at least 18 distinct RJ-related issues of 
great importance to their constituents. The aim of the Catalyst Fund is to support 
the RJ movement in achieving its ultimate goal: “a society where all people 
have the economic, social, and political power and resources to make healthy 
decisions about their gender, bodies, sexuality, and reproduction for themselves, 
their families, and their communities.”1 Since 2008, Catalyst and its partners have 
invested a total of $26.6M in RJ organizations.2 Catalyst has galvanized increased 
funding for RJ from foundations and individual donors and has supported the field 
through grants — largely general support grants renewed over multiple years — 
and capacity-building support for groups seeking to boost their grassroots power 
building via voter engagement and organizing. 

Catalyst puts women of color-led organizations at the center.3 Of the 42 Catalyst 
Fund grantees working to advance RJ in 2015, 79% were led by women of color. 
Sixty-eight percent had a woman of color serving as executive director; 95% had 
women of color in management positions, and 98% had women of color serving 

on their boards. Catalyst also supports efforts led by low-income white women, and by transgender people,4 who, together 
with women of color, are the groups that experience the greatest reproductive health disparities and the largest barriers to 
reproductive freedom in the U.S. 

We hope that this report is a useful source of information and inspiration to you in your work to advance reproductive justice. 

Warmly,

Vanessa Daniel
Executive Director

“By constantly providing us 
with the evidence around 
the experiences and the 
impact of organizations 
led by women of color, 
Groundswell enables me 
to be in a much better 
position to speak with 
authority and speak from 
an evidence base. It buoys 
me in terms of trying to be 
an ally when I go about my 
business every day. It’s like 
a shot in the arm.”

— Joanna Lauen,  
Irving Harris Foundation  

(Catalyst funder)
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Evaluation is an integral part of Groundswell Fund’s Catalyst Fund initiative. Every 
year, Groundswell contracts with Korwin Consulting to evaluate the impact of the 
Catalyst Fund and its grantees. As the largest annual data set that exists for the 
RJ movement, this evaluation offers a unique perspective for RJ leaders, funders, 
and other current and potential stakeholders interested in examining the aggre-
gate growth and impact of the movement at large, as well as key opportunities, 
gaps, and trends. The evaluation draws primarily from the qualitative and quanti-
tative data reported in Groundswell’s online Grantee Impact Survey, completed by 
all Catalyst grantees in 2015. Grantee stories about their and their constituents’ 
strategies and accomplishments are included throughout the evaluation. 

The Catalyst Fund intentionally funds small and large as well as emerging and 
more established organizations, since they all have important roles to play in 
developing an effective and resilient RJ movement. The 2015 grantees’ bud-
gets ranged from $30.5K to $4.6M. The following key shows the percentage of 
grantees at each of four budget levels and the symbol used to indicate each in 
the report. In order to highlight the contributions of organizations of different 
sizes, a symbol indicating where an organization falls in terms of budget range 
appears next to each grantee story. 

INTRODUCTION
“Groundswell’s investment 
has increased our capacity 
by helping to attract other 
funders. Groundswell’s 
funding demonstrates 
support from a leader in 
the reproductive justice 
field and shows a measure 
of financial security.”

- Forward Together/ 
Strong Families New Mexico

12%
Under $200,000 

19%
$200,000-$499,999

40%
$500,000-$999,999

29%
Over $1 million 

Budget Ranges 
of 2015 

Catalyst Grantees
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Between 2009 and 2015, a total of 124 community-based organizations, nearly 
all of them led by women of color, participated in the Catalyst Fund, all receiving 
grants and some receiving capacity-building support to build their effectiveness 
in the RJ field. The following charts provide an overview of the 42 grantees who 
participated in the 2015 Catalyst Fund: 

% with Leadership by Women of Color

98%
on the board

95%
in management

68%
as executive director

2015 Catalyst 
grantees’ 
budgets ranged 
from $30.5K to 
$4.6M

12%
19%

29%
40%

under 
$200,000

$200,000 - 
$499,999

$500,000 - 
$999,999

$1 milllion 
and above

Most grantees increased their 
budget in 2015

21%

79%

Decreased

Increased

2015 Catalyst 
grantees’ staffing 

ranged from 
volunteer-led to 

29 full-time 
personnel26%

10%
5% 7%

52%

Fewer 
than 5

5-10 11-15 16-20 More 
than 20

More than half of grantees 
increased their staff in 2015

60%
Increased

14%
Stayed the 
same

26%
Decreased

A PROFILE OF CATALYST FUND 
GRANTEES
“Groundswell has created 
empathy for the needs 
of smaller organizations, 
particularly those led by 
women of color. They have 
modeled and encouraged 
resiliency in giving to 
those groups, while not 
expecting their paths to 
be linear every single 
year. Instilling that value 
in other funders has been 
important.”  

— Rebekah Saul Butler,  
Grove Foundation  
(Catalyst funder)
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Primary Base Constituencies Engaged: Other Characteristics

Low Income

Youth (ages 20-29)

LGBTQ

No Income

Teens

Incarcerated/Formerly incarcerated

Survivors of Sexual and/or Domestic Violence 

Middle Income

HIV +

Sex Workers

High Income

Immigrant/Refugee

56%

64%

41%

38%

36%

26%

18%

18%

18%

5%

5%

0%

55%

81%

38%

45%

40%

29%

33%

21%

21%

7%

14%

2%

2015
(n=42)

2014 
(n=39)

The average budget size in 2015 was $1M. In 2009, near the beginning of the Catalyst Fund, the average grantee budget was 
$640,000. While the composition of grantees has changed over the years, a rigorous analysis included in the 2011 Catalyst 
evaluation revealed a positive correlation between Catalyst support and increased budgets over time. We plan to conduct a new 
analysis of this relationship in the next evaluation cycle.

Constituents
Catalyst grantees represent a collective base constituency of 138,000 individuals across 39 states, Native American tribal lands, 
Washington, D.C., and Puerto Rico.5 The size of the population reached by Catalyst grantees in 2015 was 60% greater than in 
2014. This leap can be attributed at least in part to the following: (1) a consistent increase and sophistication in the use of 
social media, (2) Groundswell’s Integrated Voter Engagement program (described later in this report), and (3) the urgency and 
prominence of racial justice work in 2015.

Catalyst grantees are rooted in communities of color. As in previous years, most grantees report that the majority of their 
base constituency comprises individuals of African and Latino descent. A large majority count low-income individuals as their 
primary base constituency, and an increasing number reach the currently or formerly incarcerated. The charts that follow show 
the percentage of Catalyst grantees who have mobilized various constituencies over the past two years. 

African Diasporic/Continental African/Black/African American 

Caucasian/European American

Native American/North, South, or Central American Indigenous 

Latino(a)/Hispanic

Asian/Pacific Islander or Asian/PacificIslander American

Multi-racial

Other

Arab/Arab American

Primary Base Constituencies Engaged: Ethnicity/Race 2015
(n=42)

2014 
(n=39)

57%

0%

7%

43%

24%

14%

19%

19%

51%

5%

3%

41%

28%

21%

15%

10%
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Strong Families NM, a project of Forward Together (Oakland, CA) based in Albuquerque, involved 1,500 
individuals and 20 organizations in year-round 
civic engagement in New Mexico. They led 
trainings that explained the legislative process, provided 
information about accessing health care coverage, and 
helped participants understand threats to abortion access. 
The organization is building a base of trained activists as 
policy advocates and organizers. They have successfully 
cultivated champions among public officials by helping 
them to ground policy discussions in their own experiences 
and family stories. This is possible because of relationships 
built over time and the values-based Strong Families 
framework that allows everyone — including decision 
makers — to bring their life experience to the dialogue. 

During the 2015 legislative session, several Strong Families NM staff, partners, and community members testified at 
legislative hearings against a series of anti-RJ bills. Supporting this effort were four state senators who gave moving 
personal testimonies describing why they support women’s personal decisions about reproductive health care. As a 
result, four anti-RJ bills were defeated: a 20-week abortion ban, a parental notification bill, a fetal ultrasound bill, and a 
bill requiring abortion providers to have hospital admitting privileges.6

Black Women for Wellness (BWW), based in Los Angeles, CA, uses advocacy, research, 
performance/visual arts, popular education, 
and traditional and social media as means to 
build political power for Black women and girls 
to address institutional barriers. Through community 
engagement and advocacy strategies, BWW helped bring 
about two policy wins in California: The Reproductive FACT 
Act, co-sponsored by BWW, which ensures that women 
receive timely information about reproductive and sexual 
health services from licensed clinics as well as notification 
if a clinic does not have licensed medical personnel on 
staff; and the California Healthy Youth Act, which expands 
and updates sex education across California in school 
districts. Because of relationships BWW has forged — 

both within the community and with elected officials — and the organization’s growing visibility throughout California, 
BWW was invited by California assembly members to testify at a hearing to help make diapers more affordable for 
low-income women and to talk with Capital staff about contraception access issues faced by women of color.

A map showing states where 2015 grantees have on-the-ground efforts can be found in the appendix. 
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RJ organizations — particularly those led by women of color — have historically 
received less financial support than other organizations working on reproductive 
health and rights. Groundswell Fund focuses on building philanthropic investment 
to support RJ organizations in mobilizing broad constituencies in a movement for 
lasting change. 

Since 2008, the Catalyst Fund has helped to mobilize $26.6M for RJ. This includes 
matching grants to grantmaking partners and direct grantees as well as the match 
amounts they raised. 

In 2015, Catalyst matching grants helped move $2.8M in investment into the 
RJ field. All but one of the Catalyst grantees awarded a direct matching grant 
were able to raise the match, with the majority exceeding their goal and raising 
above and beyond the one-to-one requirement.7 All ten organizations who raised 
their match credit the Catalyst matching grant for building their organization’s 
capacity and/or contributing to their success in 2015. For instance, they say the 
matching Catalyst grant:

f	Provided incentives for investment by individuals, foundations, and donor 
circles.

f	Strengthened grassroots fundraising capacity.

f	Enabled them to hire staff to increase leadership development and 
fundraising.

f	Inspired staff and board members to reach out to potential supporters.

Of the ten direct grantees who met the match, all but one (90%) increased their 
budget in 2015. This is a higher percentage than the 75% of Catalyst grantees who 
increased their budgets without a matching grant.

INSPIRING INVESTMENT IN 
REPRODUCTIVE JUSTICE 
“As a recipient of a 
Catalyst matching grant, 
we are able to leverage 
funding to secure local 
grants we would not 
have received otherwise. 
With the support of the 
Catalyst Fund, our local 
funders can be proud 
of how meaningful 
their investment will be 
alongside the additional 
funds of a matching grant.” 

— Young Women United  
(Albuquerque, NM)

Resources Mobilized for Women of Color-led Reproductive Justice by Grantmaking Partners and Direct Catalyst RJ Grantees
The Catalyst Fund, grantmaking partners, and direct grantees have invested a total of 

$26.6 million in  reproductive justice since Catalyst's inception.

Catalyst Matching Grants Additional Resources Raised
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A Closer Look: Funding Sources
National foundations were the largest source of income for the 42 Catalyst 
grantees in 2015, followed by other foundations, other sources (such as corporate 
sponsorship, membership dues, program fees, and special events), and finally 
individual donors. 

Individual Donors: The percentage of funding received by all Catalyst grantees from 
individual donors (10%) and other community sources (20%) in 2015 was greater 
than in 2014. Of the organizations receiving Catalyst support in both 2014 and 2015, 
37% saw an increase in the share of their income that came from individual donors. 
However, the majority saw the same or a decrease in giving from this source. 

National Foundations: In 2015, 62% of grantees relied on national foundations for 
their largest source of funding. This is slightly lower than the 67% who did so in 2014. 

Several representatives of national foundations that support Catalyst and indi-
vidual RJ organizations credit Groundswell with their own increased understand-
ing about the needs of the RJ movement.8 They value the fact that Groundswell 
works closely with organizations and understands “what initiatives are important, 
how to strengthen the movement, and where there are weaknesses that need to be 
addressed.” One explains that they now give multi-year grants because they “rec-
ognize that the organizations are working on deep, entrenched issues,” and that 
a one-year commitment is insufficient to change systems and culture. 

20%
Other sources

17%
Other 
foundations

10%
Individual 
donors

54%
National 
foundations 

Sources 
of 2015

Catalyst Grantee
Funds

“The matching grant 
provides a powerful 
incentive for individual 
contributors and local 
foundations to support our 
work. It has been helpful in 
sustaining the success of 
our environmental justice/
RJ work, especially in the 
areas of communications, 
organizing, and grassroots 
fundraising.” 

— Alaska Community Action on Toxics

“The matching grant is 
helping to propel our 
grassroots fundraising 
strategy. We secured a 
major gift from a new 
donor and a proposal 
request from a new funder. 
We improved stewardship 
and relationshipbuilding 
with major donors. Board 
members increased their 
involvement in major donor 
fundraising.” 

— Legal Services for Prisoners  
with Children
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Catalyst grantees build power through campaigns and other strategies that 
mobilize activists and help them engage with their communities. The most 
common tactics grantees used to mobilize communities in 2015 were social 
media and online campaigns; event tabling; communicating research; skills and 
leadership trainings; and marches, protests, and advocacy days. Many also talk 
about the importance of storytelling to start and sustain individual and community 
engagement in the RJ movement — whether through speaking, performing, or 
creating art or media pieces. 

MOBILIZING COMMUNITIES
 “We made the grant to 
Groundswell because 
we are convinced that 
their model, which is 
unique, has measurable 
outcomes and is engaging 
all the communities that 
need to be a part of our 
movement.” 

— Anonymous Catalyst funder

Women Engaged runs the WE Vote. WE Rise! integrated 
voter engagement program in and around Atlanta, GA to train 
Black women and young adults in grassroots organizing, 
fundraising, and policy advocacy in order to advance RJ and social 
justice. Since opening in 2014, Women Engaged has become a permanent 
member of the ProGeorgia C3 Table, joining 20 other organizations using 
voter engagement to support people acting on issues relevant to their 
communities. Niavona Stokes and Daffnie Giles are two African American 
women who moved quickly into captain-level positions with We Vote. We 
Rise! Niavana explains, “Canvassing in the community allows me to inform 
the public of their rights and encourage them to be more active in the 
voting process.” Daffnie says, “Before, I just voted because other people 
did. Now I know the history of reproductive justice and I have a better 
insight into how important it is to vote. A lot of people say they didn’t vote 
before because it wouldn’t make a difference. After we talk to them, a lot 
of them do go vote.” Together with Women Engaged Executive Director 
Malika Redmond, Daffnie participated in Groundswell’s Integrated Voter 
Engagement training to learn about political action led by women of color 
throughout the country. “That was amazing,” she recalls, “I didn’t realize 
so many women were fighting for rights and justice. Now when I watch 
political news, I know this is going on, too.” 

Western States Center’s We are 
BRAVE campaign mobilizes other 
social justice organizations to 
become allies in the RJ movement 
by building their understanding 
and capacity to speak up for RJ. 
The “We Carry Oceans” project 
illustrates how the organization 
APANO (Asian Pacific American 
Network of Oregon) has integrated 
RJ into its organization. https://
wecarryoceans.wordpress.com/
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Grantees inspire constituents to join the RJ movement through one or more of the multiple intersecting issues that impact their 
lives. Although a similar collection of issues concerns them each year, some have greater prominence one year than the next. 
The largest numbers of constituents in 2015 were active on issues related to civil rights/racial justice and abortion access. The 
table below shows the percentage of grantees who say they mobilized the largest number of constituents around each of sever-
al issues, as compared with the previous year: 

The percentage of grantees reporting that they include contraception access in their work has increased since 2014. However, 
grantees reported that contraception access mobilized smaller numbers of constituents in 2015 than other issues. For example, 
five who listed contraception access as a primary mobilizing issue in 2014 say that more people were engaged around racial 
justice/civil rights in 2015. 

Percent of grantees that mobilized largest numbers around this issue

Compared with 2014

% of grantees saying they 
mobilized largest numbers 
around this issue in 2015

Access to other reproductive 
health services, such as prenatal care 

and breast cancer screening

Comprehensive sex education Contraception access Criminal justice system/
prison industrial complex reform

Civil rights/racial justice Abortion access LGBTQ rights

wa
s 5

1%

57
%

wa
s 4

4%

43
%

wa
s 3

3%

36
%

wa
s 4

9%
36

%

wa
s 3

8%

36
%

wa
s 4

9%
50

%

wa

s 46%

43
%
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Links with Environmental Health and Justice and Economic Justice
In addition to organizing around the rights listed above, RJ movement leaders and Catalyst grantees in particular coordinate 
and collaborate with the environmental health and justice and economic justice movements. The two grantee stories that follow 
illustrate how these movements align with RJ goals.

Birth Control Access Abortion Access Access to other 
reproductive 

health services

Comprehensive
sex education

Any reproductive health 
and rights issue(s)

69%
64% 64%

54%

85%
71%

64%
71%

55%

88%2014

2015

Eighty-eight percent of grantees in 2015 worked on one or more reproductive health and rights issues.
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ECONOMIC JUSTICE
Kentucky Health Justice Network 
(KHJN), in Louisville, is building an 
inclusive, broad-based RJ movement through public 
education, leadership development, and policy 
advocacy at the local, regional, and state levels. KHJN 
provides funding and practical support to people 
seeking abortions, many of whom later participate 
in KHJN’s organizing work. The organization also 
reaches out to rural and isolated Kentuckians to help 
them access new health insurance options via the 
state exchange and expanded Medicaid. KHJN has 
partnered with the local organization Trans Sexuality 
Teaching, Advocacy, and Research (TSTAR), with 
the intention of promoting social justice for LGBTQ 
individuals through educational and informative 
programs. KHJN also works closely with allied 
state-based organizations such as the KY Religious 
Coalition for Reproductive Choice and KY Jobs with 
Justice to help infuse an RJ analysis into their work 
as well as to advance shared policy and campaign 
goals. For example, KHJN formed an alliance with the 
organization Women In Transition, which works on 
poor people’s economic and human rights, especially 
the rights and well-being of poor women of color. 
Their relationship is based on both organizations’ 
understanding that RJ work must consider economic 
and racial justice as interrelated issues. KHJN’s 
coalition work and community mobilization helped 
lead to the Jefferson County Minimum Wage 
Ordinance, which set a $9 minimum wage. It was an 
important policy win for low-wage workers, many of 
whom are women raising families. 

ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE
California Healthy Nail Salon 
Collaborative (CHNSC), based 
in Oakland, CA, addresses environmental and 
reproductive health issues affecting nail salon and 
cosmetology workers through integrated outreach, 
education, policy advocacy, and research strategies. 
Their programs reach 500 employees and business 
owners annually. The Collaborative worked closely 
with Sarah Maslin Nir of The New York Times as she 
was developing her two-part exposé on nail salons, 
published in May 2015. As a result of the series, 
CHNSC received attention in mainstream and social 
media as well as calls from officials in New York, 
California and other states inquiring about ways to 
model their work. Nail salon owners and workers 
are integral in CHNSC’s advocacy and education 
efforts. In 2015, Chanh Hang, a nail salon owner and 
community leader with the Collaborative, was among 
those who met with federal agency and Congressional 
representatives. She returned home with a 
commitment to encourage others to be advocates for 
their health. With the voices of leaders like Chanh, 
CHNSC is having an impact in federal, state, and local 
settings. Congressional Representative Judy Chu 
(CA) has sought CHNSC’s expertise and research in 
drafting nail salon worker-related legislation, and 
the Santa Clara County (CA) Board of Supervisors 
created a Healthy Nail Salon Recognition program in 
2015. The program rewards salons that do not use 
products with toxins linked to reproductive harm and 
is anticipated to improve conditions for 2,000 salon 
workers.

Read Chanh’s story in the U.S. Department of 
Labor’s blog: https://blog.dol.gov/2015/01/27/
is-your-manicure-making-someone-sick/
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Centrality of Civil Rights and Racial Justice in Reproductive Justice
Fifty-seven percent of Catalyst grantees cited civil rights/racial justice issues as among the most important issues they address 
in their work in 2015. As racially-motivated violence that devastates families of color has gained new visibility, RJ leaders are 
seeing a need and opportunity to organize directly with or parallel to the Black Lives Matter movement.

Three grantees provided in-depth articulations in their Catalyst impact surveys of the intersections between their work in RJ and 
that of Black Lives Matter:

SisterSong 
Women of Color 
Reproductive 
Justice Collective (Atlanta, 
GA): “The reproductive justice 
movement was created in 1994, 
the Trust Black Women Partnership 
in 2010 (a network of African-
American women’s organizations 
and individuals mobilized to defend 
our human right to make abortion 
and family planning decisions for 
ourselves), and the Black Lives 
Matter movement in 2012. All three 
were born out of a demand for the 
self-determination and liberation 
of Black people in this country. 
Through and through, we have 
asserted the value of Black lives by 
fighting systemic racism, economic 
injustice, state-sanctioned 
violence, and the denial of our 
reproductive self-determination.”

Black on Both Sides 
(Chicago, IL): “This is a 
powerful moment in the 
movement for Black Lives Matter 
and the framing of issues specific 
to Black women and Black lives. 
Black families and Black women 
face disproportionate rates of 
poverty and a lack of access to 
food and health care. But instead 
of providing additional resources to 
struggling families to keep children 
with their parents, public benefits 
programs are being cut, while at 
the same time, foster families 
are being compensated to care 
for these kids. From reproductive 
rights to foster care to the prison 
pipeline, we see that these policies 
have less to do with money and 
more to do with treating Black 
bodies as disposable and creating 
places to put them.”

Women Engaged 
(Atlanta, GA): “Those 
whose work uses an 
intersectional framework to 
illuminate how various forms 
of oppression marginalize 
communities of color are also 
acknowledging that anti-Black 
racism and heterosexism render 
young Black people in particular 
at risk of bodily harm by state 
systems in epic proportions. This 
crisis of incarceration, police 
brutality, street violence, rape, 
unemployment, and education 
inequality is becoming part of 
the national conversation, in 
large part due to Black Lives 
Matter organizing efforts. 
Reproductive justice, as an 
intersectional frame, is echoed in 
the statements of the Black Lives 
Matter leadership.”
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“With Groundswell’s 
matching grant, we 
increased our fundraising 
capacity and income and 
were able to hire a director 
of client services. This 
has enabled us to increase 
access to desperately 
needed legal services for 
our community and to 
improve the leadership 
development pipeline 
through which clients and 
others directly impacted 
by our work can build skills 
and grow their involvement 
as volunteers, decision-
making members, and 
leaders.” 

— Sylvia Rivera Law Project

STRENGTHENING LEADERSHIP
Nearly all Catalyst grantees build the power of individuals through leadership 
development. Their constituents often start by participating in their events, 
trainings, or programs. Some start as activists or staff with allied organizations 
or those conducting work that intersects with that of the Catalyst grantee. Others 
begin building their confidence after accessing services that include a focus on 
discovering and developing strengths and insights that they can use to change the 
systems that affect their lives. 

Western States Center, based in Portland, OR, is a 
member of the nation-wide All Above All* campaign, which 
seeks to lift bans that deny abortion coverage and to restore 
public insurance coverage so that every woman, however much 
she makes, can get affordable, safe abortion care when she needs 
it. Through its We Are BRAVE initiative, the Center provides Oregon-
based social justice organizations capacity-building training and 
other technical assistance to deepen their involvement in the fight for 
abortion access. The Center’s success is highlighted in the story of 
Emily Lai, the staff member of a social justice organization who began 
participating in BRAVE in 2015. Lai credits BRAVE for her personal and 
professional development, saying, “Honestly, the only reason I am able 
to do reproductive justice work in Oregon is because of BRAVE.” Lai 
shares, “I work for a youth-led social justice nonprofit called Momentum 
Alliance. At our fundraiser this year, one of our sponsors withdrew 
sponsorship when they found out that we were voicing our support for 
abortion access at the event. I was a little intimidated and discouraged 
about publicly and unequivocally supporting abortion access, but 
my organization rallied behind me. I believe that BRAVE gave our 
organization the courage, the BRAVEry, if you will, to unapologetically 
stand up for abortion access.”
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Over time, RJ activists build efficacy and influence as leaders by participating in hands-on civic engagement or public education 
activities, often accompanied by peers or mentors in the organization; speaking and educating the community; and recruiting, mentoring, 
or training others. In several Catalyst organizations, the leadership pathway leads to staff positions in the organization, and 23% of 
them say that leaders who begin with their organization go on to continue in leadership roles in RJ or other social justice movements or 
organizations. The chart below shows how many of their base supporters Catalyst grantees considered to be leaders in 2014 and 2015.

In order to deepen understanding of what a “leader” is, Groundswell Fund 
developed a ladder in 2014 that defines three levels of leader, from “engaged” 
(Level 3) up to “most engaged” (Level 1).9 A Catalyst Fund aim is to build grantees’ 
capacity to move their constituents from lower to higher levels of leadership over 
time. The graphic below shows how counts of leaders changed at each level in 
2015 for the 33 grantees that received Catalyst support in both years.10

Numbers of leaders increased at each level in 
2015. Grantees saw many more constituents 
move up the ladder to take on stronger, 
more public leadership roles. The box below 
summarizes grantees’ insights as well as needs 
and opportunities for funders in this area.

MOBILIZE COMMUNITIES AND BUILD LEADERSHIP

WHAT HELPED 
GRANTEES IN 2015? WHAT GRANTEES SAY THEY NEED

Participation in 
Groundswell’s Integrated 
Voter Engagement 
program (IVE), which 
enables grantees to hire 
dedicated staff for out-
reach and mobilization 
activities year-round, 
purchase database soft-
ware to manage growing 
lists of supporters, and 
learn strategies that are 
having a huge impact on 
their ability to engage 
constituents in advocacy 
and activism.

•• The capacity to develop and implement strategies that will overcome cultural attitudes and 
misperceptions related to RJ.

•• More allies who will reciprocate Catalyst grantee support by joining an RJ campaign.

•• Allies in a variety of sectors and with diverse constituencies, to help grantees improve community 
relationships and reach a broader base.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR FUNDERS

•• Provide funds and other support for communications capacity.

•• Provide funds and other support for skill development among staff members and community leaders 
(e.g., leadership skills specifically for young women of color and using web-based advocacy and 
communications for outreach and engagement).

•• Provide funds to purchase high-performing, reliable community management software (as opposed to 
free or low-cost).

18,247
2015

Constituents in 
Leadership Roles

9,4942014

Changes in Numbers of Leaders

Level 1
672 871 3,150 4,539 5,559 11,891

Most Engaged Leader Very Engaged Engaged 
Level 2 Level 3

30%

44%

114%

Run for office; serve in a 
policy-making role, on an ally’s 
board, or as a spokesperson

 for RJ

Attend trainings; engage in policy 
advocacy; represent the 

organization with allies; lead 
meetings with base

Recruit others to join or donate; 
canvass; attend events; make 

calls/send emails to gain support 
for organization

2014

2015
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LEVERAGING POWER WITH ALLIES
As representatives of a multi-faceted and inclusive RJ movement, Catalyst 
grantees forge alliances across many sectors and movements to address the 
linked issues their communities face. In 2015, Catalyst grantees collaborated 
with more than 3,440 ally organizations, and 95% of grantees worked in alliances 
across local, state, and national levels. 

“We are most proud of 
our alliance with the 
Women’s Law Project. 
We have worked together 
since 2004 on policy and 
legislation to protect 
reproductive health 
and rights. For the past 
year, we have worked to 
protect abortion rights, 
develop our Pennsylvania 
Campaign for Women’s 
Health and act as a 
dynamic duo to win 
legislative, policy, and 
legal victories for all 
women across our state. 
The most important 
component about our 
alliance is that we trust 
them and they respect our 
leadership and our work. 
Because of our alliance, 
the Women’s Law Project 
was our legal counsel in 
our lawsuit against the 
Pennsylvania Department 
of Human Services who 
refused to provide nearly 
75,000 low-income women 
with full Medicaid.”

—New Voices Pittsburgh

Sylvia Rivera Law Project (SRLP), in New York, NY, was 
founded on the understanding that gender self-determination 
is inextricably intertwined with reproductive, racial, social, and 
economic justice. SRLP has co-created a powerful alliance with Streetwise 
and Safe (also a 2015 Catalyst grantee), FIERCE (a past Catalyst grantee), 
and the Audre Lorde Project. The alliance provides direct services 
and trains and mobilizes LGBT youth; youth of color; and low-income 
transgender, gender non-conforming, and intersex individuals to advocate 
for policy change. Working with this alliance, SRLP was instrumental in 
the 2015 repeal of New York State’s Medicaid regulation barring coverage 
of gender-affirming health care for low-income transgender people. The 
successful advocacy campaign depended, in part, on the participation and 
leadership of SRLP client Angie Milan-Cruz, who took part as a plaintiff 
in litigation against the trans exclusions in Medicaid. Angie spoke out 
about her personal experience of lacking access to essential health care 
on Democracy Now and other media outlets. The policy change is helping 
to remove barriers to family planning, screening for sexually transmitted 
infections, and other basic health care services. 
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Reflecting the inclusive and intersectional nature of the RJ movement, Catalyst grantees forge alliances that address the 
interconnected inequities their community members find most compelling and pertinent in their lives. For instance: 

Inequities allies find most compelling and pertinent in their lives:

Immigrant Rights

Smaller numbers had allies in criminal justice/prison-industrial complex change, domestic/intimate partner/
gender-based violence, labor/worker rights, education justice, environmental justice, and media justice sectors.

LGBTQ Rights Reproductive Health and Rights Civil Rights/racial Justice Reproductive Justice

67%57%50%31%24%

RJ

Catalyst grantees use an alliance ladder (developed by Groundswell in 2014) that defines four alliance levels, from “supportive 
relationship” (Level 4) up to “very strong ally/collaborative partner” (Level 1). The graphic below right shows the total number of 
alliances grantees reported in 2014 and 2015.

The graphic below right shows how counts of allies changed at each level in 2015 for the 33 grantees that received Catalyst 
support in both years.12

Alliances Grantees Reported 
in 2014 and 2015

3,440
2015 3,370

2014

Changes in Numbers of Allies

Level 1
Very Strong Ally/

Collaborative Partner
Alliance maintained over 
multiple campaigns; joint 
plans/programs; shared 

resources

Level 3
Ally

Work in loose coalition or 
in ad hoc manner on 

issues or campaigns; help
recruit activists

Level 4
Solid

Work together on issues 
or recruit activists in a 

one‐off, tactical way; sign
petitions

Level 2
Strong Ally

Share policy objectives; 
joint campaigns; activists 

attend joint events;
shared messaging

2014

2015

446 493 590 549 864 780 1,309 1,247

11%
7%

10%

5%
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An aim of the Catalyst Fund is to build grantees’ capacity to strategically select their alliances and to cultivate mutually 
beneficial relationships over time that leverage each ally’s power. The majority of grantees increased their total number of 
alliances in 2015. However, the preceding graphic shows that the number of alliances has declined at three of the four levels. A 
closer look at grantees’ data and accounts of their work in 2015 clarifies that this trend is neither true for all organizations, nor, 
in most cases, negative:

•f A notable finding in 2015 is the increase in the number of “very strong alliances” (Level 1) that grantees engaged with. 
Grantees explain that they have shifted allies from Levels 2 or 3 to Level 1 by focusing on a specific project or policy 
campaign together.

•f One grantee reported fewer Level 3 and 4 allies in 2015, but an increase in the number of Level 2 allies from four in 2014 to 
30 in 2015. They explain, “As opposed to going broader and having more relationships, we went deeper with those we had.”

•f Several organizations that indicated large numbers of allies in 2014 reported reductions this year, resulting in a 
decrease in their aggregate number of allies in 2015.13 Those grantees described changing political environments 
leading to alliances being less active in 2015 (e.g., because of a shift away from a local campaign or a specific issue) 
and a clearer focus on alliances with the greatest mutual benefits and leveraging potential. A small number experienced 
reduced organizational capacity, which led them to suspend activities with allies. 

Native American Community Board (NACB), in Lake Andes, SD, worked with SisterSong and National 
Latina Institute for Reproductive Health (both 2015 Catalyst grantees), Advocates for Youth, and Ibis Reproductive 
Health, as members of the Oral Contraceptives OTC Working Group in Washington, D.C. Micha Bitsinnie, a young 
Dine mother who has been an activist with and mentored by NACB for several years, brought a grassroots voice to the 
discussion, which encompassed oral and emergency contraceptive access. NACB brought the voices of the Working Group 
and many others to public officials in 2015. Along with Native women and national partners, such as the Reproductive Health 
Technologies Project and NARAL Pro-Choice America, NACB gained the support of Senators Barbara Boxer (CA), Patty 
Murray (WA), Jon Tester (MT), Richard Blumenthal (CT), Tammy Baldwin (WI), and Maria Cantwell (WA) to pressure Indian 
Health Services (I.H.S.), a U.S. Department of Health and Human Services agency, to issue a written policy mandating that 

all I.H.S. facilities nationwide provide over-the-counter access to 
emergency contraception to Native women, with no age restrictions. 
Although this is required by law, the I.H.S. has allowed pharmacies 
in individual states to set their own policies, which has often led 
to limited or a complete lack of access. NACB worked with the 
American Civil Liberties Union to draft a policy on emergency 
contraceptives for I.H.S.’s consideration. After many meetings and 
phone calls between NACB and the I.H.S., the White House, and the 
Office of Vice President Joseph Biden, the I.H.S. issued a written 
policy in October 2015. 

Catalyst grantees took the following steps to increase the value of their alliances in 2015:
•f They established a clear structure for ally engagement.

•f They worked jointly with allies on outreach and campaigns, including budget advocacy or policy implementation efforts.

•f They were able to increase their organizational capacity, which in turn enabled them to better engage with their allies.

•f They intentionally reached across sectors, issues, or type of organization (e.g., service or faith-based organizations).

As a result, many grantees and their allies complemented each other’s strengths and expertise and saw mutual benefits from 
their relationships.
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BUILD AND STRENGTHEN ALLIANCES

WHAT HELPED GRANTEES IN 2015? WHAT GRANTEES SAY THEY NEED

•• Sharing expertise with each other, 
including best practices and conducting or 
sharing research or evaluation data.

•• Leveraging existing ally relationships to 
reach new allies.

•• Recruiting and engaging volunteers 
together.

•• Supporting each other’s advocacy 
campaigns and community education 
efforts.

•• Finding allies to help with organizational 
capacity-building training and leadership 
development training for constituents.

•• Allies who truly embrace the principles of RJ. Three Catalyst grantees expressed 
deep concern that some allies co-opt the language of RJ without being committed 
to the issues and grassroots-led methods of the RJ movement.

•• More allies who will reciprocate Catalyst grantee support by joining an RJ campaign.

•• Allies working in a variety of sectors and with diverse constituencies, so they can help 
Catalyst grantees strengthen community relationships and reach a broader base.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR FUNDERS

•• Support (e.g., funding, networking opportunities, or platforms for strategy-sharing 
by other grantees) to promote discussions with current and potential allies about 
the intersections of RJ and other social justice movements.
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Catalyst grantees were instrumental in the passage of 26 new pro-RJ policies and 
in blocking 21 harmful policies. There were far fewer new pro-RJ policies passed 
in 2015 than in 2014; in 2014, combinations of factors in several southern and 
northeastern states enabled 24 Catalyst grantees to help win a total of 58 new 
policies (many of them related to access to reproductive and other health care and 
services and criminal justice/prison industrial complex change). Twenty-seven 
grantees reported participating in policy wins in 2015. These include policies with 
a direct impact on reproductive health, rights, and justice as well as those with 
a broad and/or indirect RJ impact, such as through education and immigration 
policy. Examples of specific policy wins in 2015 are included in many of the 
grantee stories throughout this report, and a complete list of the wins and the 
grantees that helped make them possible is in the appendix. 

West Virginia Focus: Reproductive Education and 
Equality (WV FREE), based in Charleston, WV, employs 
strategies of community mobilization, civic engagement, and 
coalition building, working statewide to increase access to comprehensive 
sex education, abortion, birth control, prenatal care, and an environment free 
of reproductive toxins. In 2015, WV FREE worked in a coalition that included 
the WV Chapter of American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists 
(ACOG), the WV Coalition Against Domestic Violence, and other state 
and national partners to educate the public and policymakers about 
how a reproductive justice agenda improves women’s lives and reduces 
unplanned pregnancy and poverty. They worked closely with Catalyst grantee 
Raising Women’s Voices to support women’s health care access through 
implementation of the Affordable Care Act. WV FREE engaged all 134 
members of the West Virginia legislature on multiple occasions to educate 
them about various pieces of legislation and provide them with updates and 
talking points about pending bills related to abortion access. Their 2015 
policy wins include helping to block two state laws that would have banned 
public and private insurance coverage of abortion and gaining passage of a 
law limiting pollutants in the Kanawha River. 

“The guidance and 
framework Groundswell 
Fund brought to our work 
has helped us to better 
conceptualize what we do 
and enabled us to become 
immensely more strategic. 
We are able to fight the 
policy battles; protect and 
expand reproductive health 
and rights; and ensure 
that our constituents have 
the knowledge, skills, and 
platform to support this 
movement.”

- WV FREE

ADVANCING SYSTEMS AND  
POLICY CHANGE
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All grantees include at least one policy advocacy-related activity in their work. As the accompanying chart shows, the most 
common activities are supporting new legislation and ensuring that pro-RJ laws are implemented. 

Catalyst grantees engage in several  policy advocacy activities,
 with 76% engaging in three or more

Support new institutional policy Block anti-RJ legislationSupport new 
institutional policy

Block anti-RJ 
legislation

62
%

Ensure implementation 
of institutional policy

Ensure
 implementation 
of institutional 

policy

60
%

52
%

17
%

69
%

62
%

83
%

Support new 
legislation 

(laws and bills only)

Ensure 
implementation 

of passed 
legislation

Voter engagement

Block anti-RJ 
institutional policy

The Integrated Voter Engagement (IVE) Program
Groundswell’s IVE program supports leading RJ organizations with a deep investment of resources to test the theory that non-
partisan integrated voter engagement builds capacity to engage historically underrepresented populations in policy, systems 
change, and the democratic process, within and beyond election cycles.14 The IVE program builds a sustainable infrastructure to 
increase voter participation, while helping organizations scale up the power-building components of their work. 

Ten of the 2015 Catalyst Fund grantees were also IVE program participants. Each organization received more than $150,000 per 
year worth of resources, including:

•f Grants to support staffing and infrastructure upgrades as well as year-round canvassing, mailing, phone banking, social 
media, and radio outreach. 

•f Coaching with an IVE expert to support the development and execution of a strong IVE work plan and evaluation of its impact.

•f Convenings to build IVE skills as well as exchanges so that participants can gain on-the-ground canvassing experience 
with seasoned IVE organizations.

•f Legal support to ensure full 501(c)(3) compliance for civic engagement activities. 

•f Mind/body practices to foster sustainability in movement building work. 

RJ organizations’ voter outreach has grown within the first four years of the program — from around 1K voter contacts by 
phone prior to joining the program to over 22K voter contacts via phone and door-to-door canvassing in 2015, along with the 
impact of participating organization in local elections. One participating organization, Women Engaged, turned out a group of 
voters that accounted for 26% (619 out of 2,393) of all voters who cast ballots in a recent municipal election in Atlanta, GA. 
Catalyst grantees in the 2015 IVE program are uniformly enthusiastic about what they learned and how the program has built 
their capacity. IVE appears to have a positive impact on organizations’ capacity to mobilize a strong base, build beneficial 
alliances, and develop relationships with public officials: Those who were Catalyst grantees in both 2014 and 2015 showed a 
marked increase in comparison with their non-IVE Catalyst peers in numbers of most engaged leaders, strongest alliances, 
and champions among public officials working in local and state government. 
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Forging Relationships with Public Officials
Many grantees were successful in forging and strengthening relationships with public officials in 2015 — a critical step in 
ensuring that community members are seen and heard and that those with the power to pass and implement or block policies 
learn why RJ-affirming policies are important. Grantees reported close to 3,000 relationships with public officials in federal, 
state, and/or local government in 2015.

The graphic below shows changes in the number of relationships at each level of government in 2015 for the 33 grantees that 
received Catalyst support both years.15

Since 2014, Catalyst grantees have used a ladder developed by Groundswell to describe their relationships with federal, state, 
and local public officials that defines five relationship levels, from “neutralized opposition” (Level 5) up to “champion” (Level 1). 
The number of “champions” increased at federal, state, and local layers of government in 2015. Coupled with the strengthening 
of relationships along the ladder at lower levels, grantees appear to be growing the capacity and expertise necessary to 
communicate effectively with their representatives in government. 

Relationships with 
Public Officials

2,980
2015

2,645
2014

Changes in Numbers of Relationships with Public Officials:
2014-2015

Federal LocalState

2014

2015

485 435

44%

10%

5%

1,072 1,544 891 842
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HOW GRANTEES ARE CULTIVATING THESE RELATIONSHIPS

Grantees start forging 
relationships by:

•f Helping public officials see where they 
have common ground (e.g., by leverag-
ing affinities with officials who share 
the ethnicity, sexual orientation, or life 
experiences of their constituents).
•fMaintaining contact and/or education 
efforts over time and being ready to 
speak up when windows of opportuni-
ty for policy change open up.
•f Activating their base to contact of-
ficials regarding specific issues and 
policy decisions.
•f Leveraging ally relationships to gain 
access to and respect from a public 
official.

After grantees have 
built relationships with 
supportive officials and 

their staffs they:
•f Sit at state policy tables.
•f Provide testimony on issues or lead 
other forms of educational sessions 
(often by invitation from a supportive 
public official).
•f Support champions of their issues 
by writing or sponsoring legislation 
or providing talking points in support 
of a public official’s pro-RJ policy 
stance.

As a result of successful 
relationship-building: 

•f There is a perception that it will 
benefit the public official to have a 
positive relationship with the grantee 
and it will be negative to ignore or 
antagonize it.
•f Public officials begin to turn to 
Catalyst grantees as sources 
of information, expertise, and 
community support.
•f Public officials support policy 
solutions expected to have a positive 
impact on the lives of constituents 
represented by Catalyst grantees.

Alaska Community Action on Toxics (ACAT) in Anchorage, AK, works primarily with Alaska Native 
communities to limit exposure 
to toxic chemicals, protect 
ecosystems, and hold corporations 
and the military accountable for hazardous 
pollution and waste that affects the health 
of Alaska Natives. ACAT organizes Native 
communities, youth, health care providers, 
and reproductive health and environmental 
organizations. Together, they work to change 
local, national, and international policies to 
reduce factors contributing to serious RJ 
concerns facing Native women, including 
premature and still births, poor infant health, 

endometriosis, and cancers of the reproductive system. In 2015, ACAT was instrumental in the passage of three global 
bans on reproductive toxicants. They are currently working with State Senator Bill Wielechowski and Representative 
Harriet Drummond on strategies to pass a law which would ban toxic flame retardants in children’s products and 
furniture. The senator (a Democrat) invited ACAT to participate in a radio program with a large conservative following 
to build awareness and action on behalf of the bill. ACAT has been gaining support among Republican and Democratic 
legislators for passage of the bill. 
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A Closer Look at Grantees Reporting Policy Wins
As in the previous year, grantees reporting policy wins had similar characteristics to those who did not, including average staff 
and budget sizes. However, those reporting wins in 2015 had certain characteristics that set them apart from those who did not 
report policy wins:

•f More than half (52%) of those reporting policy wins say women of color make up the majority of management 
positions (although they are not necessarily the executive director or the majority of the board), as compared with 
seven percent of those who did not report policy wins. 

	 A full analysis of whether this factor contributed to policy wins is not possible at this time. However, it is 
possible that those in management positions who come from the communities they represent may be more 
able to engage those communities in policy advocacy and/or they may be more trusted advocates for their 
base when they communicate with public officials who have the power to advance RJ goals (or support 
members of their base in communicating with those officials).

•f A larger majority (74%) have “champion” (Level 1) relationships with state public officials, as compared with 67% of 
those that did not report policy wins. Since the majority of policy wins were related to state laws and policies, these 
relationships may have played an important role.

•f A third (33%) are concentrated in California and Illinois, the two states with the largest concentration of policy wins. 
This suggests that a combination of factors both within and outside grantees’ control contributed to their gains, 
such as a comparatively favorable political climate, prior relationship-building with public officials, opportunities and 
a readiness to weigh in on RJ-related policies as well as a relatively large philanthropic investment in the state’s RJ 
organizations and their internal infrastructure over time — in part due to the leadership by the Women’s Foundation of 
California and the Chicago Foundation for Women, both of whom have been among the strongest RJ champions in the 
U.S. women’s funding sector. 

CREATE SYSTEMS AND POLICY CHANGE

WHAT HELPED GRANTEES 
IN 2015? WHAT GRANTEES SAY THEY NEED

•• Groundswell’s IVE program.

•• Keeping people engaged year-
round so public officials are 
educated about the grantee 
and its core issues, and so 
constituents can be mobilized 
when a policy opportunity or 
threat arises.

•• Telling constituents’ stories in 
a way that resonates with the 
public and public officials.

•• External factors: Supportive 
public officials and/or elections 
of supportive administrations.

•• Funding to support change efforts that take years to bring to fruition. 

•• Greater capacity (e.g., more staff and money to travel) to meet growing demand from public 
officials for the organizations’ engagement in the policy process.

•• State funding to pay for services that support women’s reproductive health.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR FUNDERS

•• Provide multi-year funding.

•• Help grantees learn which funders they should approach and what funding opportunities and 
trends they should be aware of.

•• Spread the message that funding for advocacy is needed to bring about social change.

•• Continue the IVE program and make it available to more organizations.

•• Provide funding to hire and build the capacity of dedicated policy staff, e.g., staff in 
Washington, D.C. to build visibility on the Hill and staff in the capitals of states where the 
organization has a presence.

•• Explore with grantees the factors that led to differences between the number of pro-RJ policies 
passed in 2015, as compared with the much higher number in 2014.
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RJ movement leaders understand that contributing to policy change is only part 
of how a societal norm of supporting and advancing RJ will be achieved. In 2015, 
Catalyst grantees employed multiple strategies in order to re-shape the way RJ 
issues are thought about, talked about, and acted upon by individuals, organiza-
tions, and other sectors of society. 

“Our social media and 
traditional media strategy 
have been crucial in 
advancing our goals. Our 
intersectional analysis on 
policing and LGBTQ issues 
offers a more nuanced and 
complex understanding of 
the realities experienced 
by our constituencies. 
By maintaining our 
messaging in the media, 
we are able to make the 
case that our issues 
are important to key 
stakeholders.”

—Streetwise and Safe

INITIATING CULTURE CHANGE

National Latina Institute for Reproductive Health 
(NLIRH) dedicated consistent effort to influencing media 
narratives in order to shift public discourse regarding RJ issues 
and Latinas, their families, and communities in several states. In 2015, 
NLIRH issued 48 press releases and had 10 op-ed pieces published. 
When members of their Texas local activist chapter traveled to New 
Orleans to demonstrate against HB 2 (an anti-abortion law enacted 
by Texas in 2013) outside the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals, they 
received coverage in a number of high-profile outlets, including the 
Associated Press, The New York Times, Cosmopolitan, MSNBC, the 
Houston Chronicle, Jezebel, and RH Reality Check. NLIRH has conducted 
extensive outreach to the Spanish-language television station Univision 
on key issue areas. This relationship resulted in a significant increase 
in coverage of reproductive health issues by Univision, a highlight of 
which was the appearance of NLIRH Florida Latina Advocacy Network 
Field Coordinator Dian Alarcón on the nationally-viewed morning show 
“Despierta America.”
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Catalyst grantees’ messaging is being broadcast by others. A first step to having an informed, pro-RJ message picked up by 
the public, the media, or other thought leaders is to build visibility of an RJ issue or organization. Catalyst grantees publicize 
stories and information about RJ issues important to their base and receive earned media on Twitter, Facebook, blogs, local and 
national papers/magazines, local television/radio, and YouTube.16 In 2015, Catalyst grantees counted: 

National Advocates for Pregnant Women (NAPW) works to broaden the base of opposition to 
laws that deny pregnant women their civil and human rights. 
Based in New York, NY, but working nationally, NAPW builds 
understanding that anti-abortion measures hurt all pregnant women and 
increase state power to control, punish, and incarcerate women, especially 
low-income women and women of color. Working with allies in nine states 
in 2015, NAPW took stands against policies that were intended to advance 
separate rights for fertilized eggs, embryos, and fetuses. When an Indiana 
woman, Purvi Patel, was arrested for feticide and child neglect after a 
miscarriage, NAPW was instrumental in shifting public condemnation of 
Ms. Patel to criticism of government overreach that punishes pregnant 
women — and pregnant women of color first. Media coverage about 
the case — including an op-ed in The New York Times in October — and 

the growing number of national and international organizations speaking out against it demonstrate that NAPW’s 
messages, frames, and research are being used. NAPW and Catalyst grantee National Asian Pacific American Women’s 
Forum have filed briefs in support of an appeal of Ms. Patel’s conviction and 46-year sentence.

http://www.pri.org/stories/2015-10-02/purvi-patels-new-defense-team-appeals-her-conviction-feticide-and-child-neglect

More than 500,000 earned media hits in sources such as The New Yorker 
magazine, O Magazine, RH Reality Check, Indian Country Today Media Network, 
and many local television and radio news outlets.

Nearly 658,000 unique individuals reached through communications 
strategies (e.g., social media or direct mail or email).

315,000 Facebook “likes” and 104,000 followers on Twitter.

Beyond increasing their visibility, many Catalyst grantees have influenced the way a reporter or news outlet talks about an RJ issue.

http://www.pri.org/stories/2015-10-02/purvi-patels-new-defense-team-appeals-her-conviction-feticide-and-child-neglect
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Catalyst grantees are helping to increase the adoption of RJ issues by funders, other organizations, and public officials, 
among others. In a focus group conducted with Catalyst grantees in June 2015, RJ movement leaders pointed out that 
spreading a specific form of “messaging” around RJ does not equate with meaningful change. It is the RJ framework that 
centers organizations’ work around those most impacted which leads to messaging that resonates with people. As one leader 
clarifies, “Reproductive justice is not something that we ‘do.’ It’s not a tactic. It is intersectionality, deeply rooted in human 
lives, centering around the most marginalized groups.”

It is a validation of the vision of the Catalyst Fund and its grantees that in 2015, Catalyst grantees reported that they helped 
bring about a wider adoption of RJ priorities among: funders, reproductive health and rights organizations, other social justice 
organizations, faith-based organizations, worker and professional associations or affinity groups, and public officials and 
agencies or entities.
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“The funder advocacy that 
the Groundswell team 
does is important and 
has been key in shifting 
philanthropic dollars 
towards reproductive 
justice organizations, 
through Groundswell and 
beyond.”

— Sarah Abelow,  
Overbrook Foundation  

(Catalyst funder)

BUILDING ORGANIZATIONS’ 
CAPACITY

Groundswell Fund supports organizations to build their internal infrastructure by 
making the vast majority of its grants general support. Groundswell’s capacity-
building programs are largely focused on supporting grantees who seek to boost 
their power through growing their grassroots organizing and voter engagement 
capacity. Groundswell’s Executive Director Vanessa Daniel explains, “We are 
keenly aware that when organizational systems and infrastructure are weak, that 
grassroots power is often diminished. We are pleased to work in partnership 
with the Ms. Foundation for Women, Third Wave Fund, and several local women’s 
funds who are providing Catalyst grantees with organizational development 
supports in a variety of areas, from financial systems, to board development, to 
communications.” 

In 2014 and 2015, grantees were asked to rate their organization in terms of 12 
capacity indicators. The areas where they gave their organizations the highest 
ratings, on average, are: 

•f Staff members have clear roles,

•f Staff have the expertise needed to meet the organization’s mission and 
goals, and 

•f Board members participate in decision making. 

In contrast, the grantees indicate the greatest organizational challenges they face are: 

•f Inadequate staff numbers to meet the organization’s mission and goals, 

•f Insufficient technology to meet their mission and goals, and 

•f Lack of capacity to employ fundraising strategies that are effective 
enough to ensure stable and sufficient revenues to meet their mission and 
goals.

Although there are areas that need attention, overall, grantees gave themselves 
higher capacity ratings in 2015 than in 2014.

New Groundswell Support in 2016
•f Grassroots Organizing Institute (GOI): Groundswell’s GOI will support 

10 RJ organizations to increase their grassroots organizing skills 
and capacity to build a growing base of support and win policy and 
systems change. With its first 18-month program cycle running April 
2016-December 2017, GOI will offer convenings, one-on-one coaching with 
experienced community organizers, access to and support with a state-of-
the-art database, and communications training and coaching support. GOI 
will be grounded in a racial and gender justice framework and organizing 
theory. 

•f Ecosystem Initiative: Groundswell is deepening its giving in Florida, 
Georgia, and Colorado by investing in anchor RJ organizations and their 
closest allies. The goal is a more productive reciprocal relationship 
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between RJ organizations and other strong grassroots organizing efforts in particular states as well as a stronger 
integration of RJ into the shared values and priorities of the progressive organizing community. This will not occur 
through a separate fund or program; instead, Groundswell will layer funding, capacity-building resources, and other 
support more deeply in ecosystems where there are already strong grantee organizations to catalyze power-building, 
movement-building, and policy change. 

Catalyst Fund grants to organizations and grantmaking partners,17 Catalyst matching grants, Groundswell’s IVE initiative, the 
Grassroots Organizing Initiative, and the Ecosystem Initiative are designed to provide RJ organizations with the resources and 
technical support to build their internal capacity. The box below summarizes what grantees found most integral to their success 
in 2015 and how funders can continue to contribute to their organizational strength.

BUILD THE CAPACITY OF REPRODUCTIVE JUSTICE ORGANIZATIONS

WHAT HELPED GRANTEES IN 2015? WHAT GRANTEES SAY THEY NEED

•• Groundswell’s support for grantees’ work, 
including conducting funder advocacy, 
developing social change frameworks, helping 
organizations build power and reach, and 
informing them of funding opportunities.

•• Staff, board, and other stakeholders with the 
expertise and commitment necessary to help 
grantees learn and succeed.

•• Funders and donors who are long-term 
supporters and/or champions of the 
organization.

•• Opportunities for grantees to learn from one 
another and share resources.

•• General/core operating support.

•• Funders who recognize grantees’ successes and invest in their growth.

•• Funding for the work most important to grantees’ communities.

•• Adequate staffing and physical space.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR FUNDERS

•• Provide general/core operating support that can be used for travel, research, or 
specific staffing needs (e.g., a racial justice consultant at one organization, and 
staff and systems development to build capacity for gender analysis at another).

•• Fund organizations working at state and local levels.

•• Host an event where multiple grantees can present their work to multiple funders 
with the potential to diversify funding streams.

•• Connect grantees with other organizations that are working on the same issues 
and/or with funders supporting those issues.

•• Offer opportunities for grantees who are increasing their success in grassroots 
fundraising to share strategies with other grantees.

•• Provide funds and technical support to address needs related to infrastructure 
(e.g., board fundraising capacity, technology, donor engagement, or a stronger 
communications strategy).

•• Support grantees in building their capacity to address their priority issues, and 
respect grantees’ and their communities’ right to self-determination to define 
what their priority issues are. 

•• Remain mindful to balance funders’ need for data to inform decision-making and 
grantees’ limited resources and staffing.
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CONCLUSION

Catalyst grantees made significant progress in responding to and mobilizing their communities, developing new leadership, and 
forging relationships with allies and public officials in 2015. In the face of many challenges and setbacks to RJ goals, Catalyst 
grantees contributed to dozens of policy wins, and they can claim credit for influencing the way RJ issues are discussed by 
media representatives. For several grantees, earlier conversations and partnerships with social justice and reproductive rights 
and health organizations that they were able to establish in the months and years prior to 2015 led to those organizations 
adopting a broader RJ agenda. This illustrates what many grantees articulate about the importance of long-term support for 
authentic change to take place. 

Along with their accomplishments, grantees articulate many needs in terms of funding and capacity-building support. 
Their insights, as well as the rest of the findings in this evaluation, should help Groundswell and other current and potential 
philanthropic partners to develop strategies to invest in and support the RJ movement in 2016.

To learn more about the data behind this evaluation or to host a discussion for your board or other stakeholders, please contact 
Groundswell Fund.
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Policies Passed or Blocked in 2015
Following is a list of 26 pro-RJ policies passed and 21 harmful policies blocked with the contribution of 27 Catalyst grantees’ 
work in 2015.18,19 These include policies with a direct impact on reproductive health, rights, and justice as well as those with 
a broad and/or indirect RJ impact, via education, employment, and immigration. The names of grantees are listed below each 
policy win in which they had a role. 

continued >

ABORTION ACCESS
New Laws and Non-Legislative Policies

California •• Oakland Resolution against Sex-Selective Abortion Ban states that the city 
council is opposed to any legislation banning sex-selective abortions.

FORWARD TOGETHER

Texas •• HB 3994, “Katie’s Law,” gives a pregnant minor the right to consent to her own 
abortion with a waiver from a judge outside of her county of residence (the judge 
waives parent/guardian approval).

THE AFIYA CENTER (STATE 
PARTNER OF RAISING 
WOMEN’S VOICES)

Blocking New Policies or Harmful Policy Changes

Arkansas •• HB 1376 would have redefined the term “person,” as used in the Introduction of 
a Controlled Substance into the Body of Another Person law, to include fertilized 
eggs, embryos, and fetuses.

NATIONAL ADVOCATES 
FOR PREGNANT WOMEN

Colorado •• HB 15-1128, the Women’s Health Protection Act, was an effort to pass a TRAP 
(Targeted Regulation of Abortion Providers) law in Colorado. The bill required the 
establishment of additional standards for facilities where abortion services are 
provided; new rules for doctors who provide abortion services; and procedures to 
issue, deny, or revoke providers’ professional licenses and to penalize facilities 
that provide abortion services, authorizing both civil and criminal penalties.

COLOR

•• HB 1162, the Sex Selective Abortion Ban, would have criminalized doctors who 
conduct abortions based on the gender of the fetus. This is widely understood to 
be based on both prejudice against immigrant groups that are assumed (without 
evidence) to want sex-selective abortions, and on a desire to further reduce 
women’s access to abortion, overall.

NATIONAL ASIAN PACIFIC 
AMERICAN WOMEN’S 
FORUM

Missouri •• HB131 would have created a law to require written consent of the father for an 
abortion.

FAITH ALOUD

Montana •• HB 425 would have defined a fetus as a person, endangering access to abortion 
and birth control and making it easier to criminalize pregnant women.

NATIONAL ADVOCATES 
FOR PREGNANT WOMEN

Minnesota •• HF 607 would have initiated a ban on abortion funding.

•• HF 606 would have created TRAP legislation, instituting prohibitively expensive 
regulations for abortion providers to adhere to, with the sole intention of making 
it unfeasible for facilities providing abortions to continue operating.

•• HF 1047 would have created the Born Alive Infant Protection Act, by which any 
doctor performing an abortion would have to complete a very extensive, detailed 
form about the procedure. 

•• HF 734 would have established the Telemedicine Abortion Ban, requiring a 
prescribing physician to be physically present when certain abortion‐inducing 
drugs were administered.

PRO-CHOICE RESOURCES

New 
Mexico

•• HB 390 would have banned late term abortions.

•• HB 391 would have required parental notification for minors who wish to have 
abortion.

YOUNG WOMEN UNITED

Texas •• SB 723 would have added restrictions regarding who can serve as a minor’s 
attorney in requesting judicial permission for an abortion and raised the burden of 
proof on minors seeking a judge’s permission to obtain an abortion. 

URGE: UNITE FOR 
REPRODUCTIVE & GENDER 
EQUITY
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ABORTION ACCESS
West 
Virginia

•• HB 2440/SB 236 would have banned public health insurance coverage of abortion.

•• Originating Bill 10 would have banned private insurance coverage of abortion in 
the state’s Insurance Marketplace.

WEST VIRGINIA FREE

Federal •• An amendment to S. 1376, the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 
2016 (still pending passage) would have imposed new restrictions on privately-
funded abortions at military treatment facilities. 

SERVICE WOMEN’S ACTION 
NETWORK

•• HR 36 would have instituted a 20-week abortion ban. 

•• A Congressional effort to stop the Reproductive Health Non-Discrimination Act of 
2014 was defeated. Passed by the Washington, D.C. city council, the law prohibits 
discrimination of employees based on their reproductive health decisions, 
including abortion and contraception. Due to the failure of efforts to stop it, the 
law took effect in May 2015. 

URGE: UNITE FOR 
REPRODUCTIVE & GENDER 
EQUITY

REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH CARE ACCESS
New Laws and Non-Legislative Policies

California •• AB 775, the Reproductive FACT Act, requires licensed facilities that provide 
family planning and pregnancy-related services to inform patients about available 
assistance for affordable contraception, abortion, and prenatal care, including 
how to obtain that assistance. Facilities that offer similar services but do not 
have a medical license must disclose that they are not licensed facilities and do 
not have a licensed provider on staff.

BLACK WOMEN FOR 
WELLNESS; ACT FOR 
WOMEN AND GIRLS; 
CALIFORNIA LATINAS 
FOR REPRODUCTIVE 
JUSTICE; URGE: UNITE FOR 
REPRODUCTIVE & GENDER 
EQUITY

Illinois •• PA 99-433 (HB 3673), the Breast Cancer Excellence in Survival and Treatment 
(BEST) Act, Improves Illinois women’s access to the highest quality screening and 
treatment options.

METROPOLITAN CHICAGO 
BREAST CANCER TASK 
FORCE

Federal •• The Indian Health Service (I.H.S.), a U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
agency, released a written policy mandating that all I.H.S. facilities allow patients to 
obtain Plan B (emergency contraception) without a prescription and to cease barring 
access for teenagers. I.H.S. had previously left it up to individual service units to 
decide how to dispense Plan B, leading to inconsistent access.

NATIVE AMERICAN 
COMMUNITY BOARD

Blocking New Policies or Harmful Policy Changes

New 
Mexico

•• New Mexico SB 193 would have deregulated broadband service in the state and 
stripped the Public Regulations Commission of its authority over Century Link/
Comcast. This bill would have likely increased families’ phone and Internet bills. 
Among other benefits, Internet service helps provide access to information related to 
reproductive health, rights, and justice.

MEDIA LITERACY PROJECT

COMPREHENSIVE SEX EDUCATION
New Laws and Non-Legislative Policies

California •• AB 329, the California Healthy Youth Act, updates, strengthens, and integrates 
existing statutes relating to HIV prevention and comprehensive sexual health 
education, thereby providing clearer guidance to school districts and better 
support to teachers and students.

ACT FOR WOMEN AND 
GIRLS; BLACK WOMEN 
FOR WELLNESS; 
CALIFORNIA LATINAS FOR 
REPRODUCTIVE JUSTICE; 
FORWARD TOGETHER; URGE: 
UNITE FOR REPRODUCTIVE & 
GENDER EQUITY

Missouri •• HB 501 requires information about sexual predators and online dangers be added 
to the sex education curriculum.

FAITH ALOUD
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OTHER HEALTH CARE AND SERVICE ACCESS
New Laws and Non-Legislative Policies

California •• SB 4 — HealthCare4All — provides equal access for undocumented immigrants to 
health care within California to ensure coverage for families. It contains important 
“technical fixes” to ensure that undocumented children who will be eligible for 
comprehensive Medi-Cal (California’s Medicaid program) under the state budget will 
transition from restricted-scope Medi-Cal to full-scope Medi-Cal without barriers to 
continued enrollment.

ACT FOR WOMEN AND 
GIRLS, CALIFORNIA 
LATINAS FOR 
REPRODUCTIVE JUSTICE

Illinois •• PA 99-0181 (HB 2812) ensures that Medicaid Managed Care Entities (MCEs) 
do not send an “Explanation of Benefits” for sensitive services (e.g. mental 
health services, substance abuse treatment services, and reproductive health) 
to any person other than the person receiving those services, in order to protect 
members’ confidentiality and reduce barriers to accessing care.

•• PA 99-0086 (HB 2731) strengthens the Medicaid system by improving 
transparency and ensuring all residents have access to the information they 
need to make the best decisions about their health care. This bill requires the 
Department of Healthcare and Family Services, the state Medicaid agency, to 
post specific information related to Medicaid Managed Care on their website on a 
regular basis.

EVERTHRIVE ILLINOIS

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND JUSTICE
New Laws and Non-Legislative Policies

West 
Virginia

•• Restored Category-A classification (drinking water source) to Kanawha River, 
lowering allowable pollution in the river.

WEST VIRGINIA FREE

Inter- 
national

•• Three global bans on reproductive toxicants: the pesticide pentachlorophenol 
(PCP), polychlorinated napthalenes, and hexachlorobutadiene.

ALASKA COMMUNITY 
ACTION ON TOXICS

CRIMINAL JUSTICE/PRISON INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX CHANGE
New Laws and Non-Legislative Policies

Illinois •• PA 99-0384 expands the list of mitigating factors to include whether a defendant 
is a victim of domestic violence. It also provides a vehicle for incarcerated 
survivors to re-petition the court for a reduced sentence if domestic violence was 
not considered at the original sentencing. 

•• PA 99-0275 removes from the Internet public information about inmates released 
on Supplemental Sentencing Credit. This public information did not take into 
account inmates who have been victims of domestic violence being released and 
having their information available to abusers with no exception or waiver built 
into the process. 

•• PA 99-0207 closes a loophole regarding guardianship orders. It helps courts 
act in the best interest of children when their parents are temporarily unable to 
provide care, by requiring that a guardian provide notice to the parents of the date 
of removal and the residential address of the minor after removal.

•• PA 99-0109 provides an affirmative defense to the criminal charge of prostitution, 
allowing those accused of prostitution to prove they are a victim of trafficking. It 
also establishes a new court procedure to safeguard prostituted people.

CABRINI GREEN LEGAL AID

Blocking New Policies or Harmful Policy Changes

New 
Mexico

•• New Mexico SB 314 would have made it a fourth degree felony for inmates to be 
in the possession of a cell phone. Cell phones help inmates keep in touch with 
their families.

MEDIA LITERACY PROJECT
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OTHER PARENTING RIGHTS — INCLUDING IMMIGRATION POLICY
New Laws and Non-Legislative Policies

California •• AB 302, Lactation Support for Young Parents, mandates that public schools in 
California make accommodations for breastfeeding students to express breast 
milk.

ACT FOR WOMEN AND 
GIRLS; CALIFORNIA 
LATINAS FOR 
REPRODUCTIVE JUSTICE; 
FORWARD TOGETHER; 
URGE: UNITE FOR 
REPRODUCTIVE & GENDER 
EQUITY 

Illinois •• HR 526 designated September 2015 as Infant Mortality Awareness month. EVERTHRIVE ILLINOIS

Blocking New Policies or Harmful Policy Changes

North 
Carolina

•• SB 297 would have allowed the state to arrest and prosecute women whose 
babies are “born addicted to or harmed by [a] narcotic drug.”

NATIONAL ADVOCATES 
FOR PREGNANT WOMEN

LGBTQ AND GENDER NON-CONFORMING/INTERSEX RIGHTS 
New Laws and Non-Legislative Policies

New York •• Repeal of the state’s Medicaid regulation barring coverage of gender-affirming 
health care for low-income transgender people.

SYLVIA RIVERA LAW 
PROJECT

Illinois •• HB 217/SB 111, the Conversion Therapy Ban, prohibits so-called “conversion 
therapy” practices, which were developed based on the false claim that being 
gay or gender non-conforming is a mental illness that should be cured. Many 
major medical and mental health professional organizations reject the use of 
conversion therapy.

ILLINOIS CAUCUS FOR 
ADOLESCENT HEALTH

Blocking New Policies or Harmful Policy Changes

Georgia •• The Religious Freedom Restoration Act, which died in committee in April 2015, 
was believed by opponents to be an attempt to ensure the state would not have 
to abide by federal laws prohibiting discrimination against lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
and transgender individuals. 

SISTERSONG WOMEN OF 
COLOR REPRODUCTIVE 
JUSTICE COLLECTIVE

EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, AND ACCESS TO SOCIAL SERVICES 
New Laws and Non-Legislative Policies

California •• The Healthy Nail Salon Initiative passed by the Santa Clara County Board 
of Supervisors creates local legislation to implement a Healthy Nail Salon 
Recognition program, which rewards salons that do not use the “toxic trio” 
— formaldehyde, toluene, and dibutyl phthalate — which have been linked to 
reproductive harm. 

CALIFORNIA HEALTHY NAIL 
SALON COLLABORATIVE

Illinois •• HB 3684 establishes the Foster Youth Bill of Rights for youth in the foster care 
system.

•• Cook County Wage Theft Ordinance provides for penalties against employers who 
steal workers’ wages.

BLACK ON BOTH SIDES 

WAREHOUSE WORKERS 
FOR JUSTICE

Kentucky •• Jefferson County Minimum Wage Ordinance raises minimum wage for full-time 
workers in Jefferson County to nine dollars an hour.

KENTUCKY HEALTH 
JUSTICE NETWORK
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Catalyst Fund National Funders (2015)
•f Alki Fund
•f Anonymous (four anonymous 

donors)
•f Collective Heritage Fund
•f Educational Foundation of 

America
•f Ford Foundation
•f Foundation for a Just Society
•f General Service Foundation

•f Grove Foundation
•f William and Flora Hewlett 

Foundation
•f Irving Harris Foundation
•f Linked Fate Fund for Justice
•f Mary Wohlford Foundation
•f Moriah Fund
•f Overbrook Foundation
•f Packard Foundation

•f Prospect Hill Foundation
•f Tides Foundation
•f Underdog Fund of the Rose 

Foundation for Communities 
and the Environment

•f Wallace Alexander Gerbode 
Foundation

•f WestWind Foundation
•f Wyss Foundation

CATALYST GRANTMAKING PARTNERS (2015)
These are grantmaking partners who participated in the Catalyst Fund in 2015 by raising matching grant funds and awarding 
grants to RJ organizations led by women of color in December 2015/January 2016 for work these grantees will do in 2016.

•f Chicago Foundation for Women •f Ms. Foundation for Women •f New York Women’s Foundation

Catalyst Grantees
Following are the 42 organizations featured in this evaluation. They received grants at the end of 2014 for work in 2015. 

•f ACT for Women and Girls
•f Alaska Community Action on 

Toxics*ü
•f Black on Both Sides
•f Black Women for Wellness ü
•f Cabrini Green Legal Aid
•f California Healthy Nail Salon 

Collaborative*
•f California Latinas for 

Reproductive Justice ü
•f Colorado Organization for 

Latina Opportunity and 
Reproductive Rights (COLOR)ü

•f The Correctional Association 
of New York

•f EverThrive Illinois
•f Faith Aloud
•f Forward Together/Strong 

Families NM*
•f Illinois Caucus for Adolescent 

Health
•f International Indian Treaty 

Council*

•f Kentucky Health Justice 
Network

•f Legal Services for Prisoners 
with Children*

•f Media Literacy Project
•f Metropolitan Chicago Breast 

Cancer Task Force
•f Mississippi Low Income Child 

Care Initiative
•f National Advocates for 

Pregnant Women
•f National Asian Pacific 

American Women’s Forum
•f National Latina Institute for 

Reproductive Health ü
•f Native American Community 

Board
•f New Voices Pittsburgh*ü
•f Pro-Choice Resources
•f Project South
•f Raising Women’s Voices*
•f Reproductive Justice Collectiveü
•f Sakhi for South Asian Women*

•f Service Women’s Action 
Network

•f SisterSong Women of Color 
Reproductive Justice Collective

•f Southern Rural Black Women’s 
Initiative

•f SPARK Reproductive Justice 
NOW

•f Streetwise and Safe
•f Sylvia Rivera Law Project*
•f URGE: Unite for Reproductive & 

Gender Equity ü
•f Warehouse Workers for Justice
•f West Virginia Focus: 

Reproductive Education and 
Equality (WV FREE) ü

•f Western States Center
•f Women Engaged ü
•f Women with a Vision, Inc.
•f Young Women United*

* = Raised a Catalyst match in 2015 
ü= 2015 Integrated Voter Engagement 
(IVE) program participant

National Funders and  
Grantmaking Partners
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Map of 2015 Catalyst 
Grantees’ Organizing 
Efforts

Map of 2015 Catalyst Grantees’ Organizing Efforts
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Groundswell Fund Theory of Change
In 2014, Groundswell Fund underwent a rigorous planning process to develop a blueprint for future work. The theory of change 
in the Blueprint best articulates the underpinnings of the Catalyst Fund at this time:

The ultimate goal of the reproductive justice (RJ) movement is that “all people have the economic, social, and political 
power and resources to make healthy decisions about their gender, bodies, sexuality, and reproduction for themselves, 
their families, and their communities.”20 The ultimate goal of Groundswell Fund is a vibrant and organized grassroots base 
with the power to advance reproductive justice for the long haul, winning concrete improvements that can be felt in people’s 
daily lives, and infusing broader social justice movements with progressive analysis and strategies around gender. 

The following principles undergird Groundswell’s work: 
•f Mass-based social justice movements are necessary to advance major change.

•f An organized grassroots base is the engine of any social justice movement. Policy and systems-change wins are paper thin 
without an organized, vibrant, and sustained grassroots base that can defend them and advance RJ for the long haul. The 
policy win is not the end game. A movement that can defend each victory and win again and again is the end game.

•f Resourcing those most impacted by reproductive injustice to transform the systems that impact their lives will 
expand RJ for the greatest number of people. In today’s United States, power comes from a racially, economically, and 
generationally diverse base and the leadership of low-income people, young people, and people of color who have the 
skills and capacity to organize their communities.

•f Multi-issue organizing is an essential tool for effective base-building. 

•f Strategic and courageous organizing within philanthropy is needed to address the dearth of resources moving to 
grassroots organizing led by women, people of color, youth, and transgender people. 

•f We will have our greatest impact where we can play a catalytic role. Therefore we prioritize funding work where our 
support can be most impactful due to historic and ongoing under-resourcing. 

•f Sustained social change requires a range of strategies. Our primary focus is on grassroots organizing, recognizing that 
direct service provision, cultural work, and healing work serve as transformative entry points for grassroots leaders. 

We will achieve our ultimate goal through pursuit of three core strategies: grant-making, capacity-building, and funder 
organizing. We increase funding to RJ organizations that are expanding the grassroots base of the movement and are winning 
concrete improvements in women’s and LGBTQ people’s reproductive health outcomes and experiences. We expand grantee 
access to capacity-building resources that build the skills and infrastructure needed to accelerate grassroots power-building. A 
commitment to investing in ecosystems and building bridges across movements is woven through all the work we do. How we 
do our work is guided by five operating values: being strategic, accountable, responsive, creative, and nimble.
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Acknowledgements, Methods, and 
Photo Identifications
We deeply appreciate Groundswell Fund Executive Director Vanessa Daniel and Program Director Alexandra DelValle for their 
inspiring partnership in thinking, developing, and refining the Catalyst Fund evaluation. Thank you, as well, to Groundswell 
Administrative Assistant Krystal Kwong for her support throughout the evaluation process.

We are grateful to all of the Catalyst grantmaking partners and grantees, who made this evaluation possible. The following 
grantee representatives also gave their time and insights to the evaluation process by participating in a focus group about the 
value of the previous year’s evaluation and how to make the current evaluation as resonant and useful as possible to the field:

•f Adriann Barboa, Strong Families New Mexico

•f Tannia Esparza, Young Women United

•f Kate Flack, WV FREE

•f Erin Garner-Ford, ACT for Women and Girls

•f Kai Gurley, URGE: Unite for Reproductive & Gender Equity

•f Monica Simpson, SisterSong Women of Color Reproductive Justice Collective

•f Caitlin Willenbrink, Kentucky Health Justice Network

•f Diana Lugo-Martinez, National Latina Institute for Reproductive Health

•f Janine Lewis, EverThrive Illinois

•f Corrine Rivera-Fowler, COLOR

Methods
The evaluation was conducted using a mixed-methods evaluation approach including:

•f Analysis of final report data submitted by 42 grantees through Groundswell’s online Grantee Impact Survey 2015. 

•f Conducting comparative analyses with data from the 2014 Catalyst Fund grantees.

•f A focus group with ten Catalyst grantees/RJ movement leaders on April 30, 2015 to gain insight into their work and 
recommendations for strengthening the movement.

•f Review and analysis of relevant reports and other materials from Groundswell Fund.

•f Meetings, phone calls, and emails with grantees and Groundswell Fund staff for clarifications, in-depth information, and 
evaluation planning.

Limitations: Occasionally, grantees’ impact surveys revealed large changes in the number of leaders, allies, or public 
official relationships. In follow-up emails and discussions, it became clear that a subset of these grantees had not actually 
experienced such changes. Instead, because a different person completed the survey in 2015 than in 2014, there was a different 
interpretation of what numbers should be included in each count. In the future, the evaluator recommends that Groundswell 
Fund send the preceding year’s completed impact survey to each grantee organization at the time they are required to complete 
the new year’s survey. This will allow grantees to easily check for inconsistencies in their numbers.
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Notes
1. This is Forward Together’s definition of reproductive justice, which is widely used in the RJ field. 

2. The Catalyst partners referred to here include: Grantmaking Partners (women’s funds that receive matching grants from Catalyst, 
fundraise with their donors to raise the match, and then re-grant dollars to women of color-led RJ organizations) and direct matching 
grantees (women of color-led organizations who receive matching grants directly from Catalyst and raise a dollar for dollar match). 

3. Defined as organizations with a majority of women of color at the line staff, management staff, and board levels.

4. The term “transgender” is used in this report as an umbrella term for all gender non-conforming people. 

5. Groundswell defines the “base” as people who are actively and consistently involved in the grantee organization’s activities.

6. Groundswell’s Catalyst funds are not used to support grassroots or direct lobbying. Grantees raise funds for grassroots lobbying from 
sources other than Catalyst. Please see appendix for full list of Catalyst grantee policy wins.

7. The only exception was an organization that closed during 2015.

8. Data and quotes from Catalyst Fund’s national funders in this report are from the March 2016 Korwin Consulting report to Groundswell 
Fund summarizing findings from national funder interviews conducted in December 2015.

9. A preliminary level, “solid” (Level 4) is a stepping stone to leadership (e.g., providing contact information and taking action from home). 
The number of individuals in this level is not included in the tallies of individuals taking on leadership roles. 

10. In order to reduce undue reporting burdens, two grantees with particularly large reaches and complex operations were exempted from 
providing counts of leaders in 2015.

11. Alliances with racial justice/civil rights organizations that grantees cite: the People’s Agenda, My Brother’s Keeper, Moms United Against 
Violence and Incarceration, and the Don’t Shoot Coalition, among others. 

12. See footnote p.16 for explanation of who is not included in these counts.

13. This helps to explain why there was a decline among the 33 grantees whose participation in Catalyst spans 2014 and 2015 but an 
increase for all grantees in 2015 (as shown in the graphic on the preceding page): The full cohort of 2015 Catalyst grantees includes 
those new to the initiative in 2015 (and very few missing from 2014), whose number of allies increased the 2015 numbers.

14. Non-partisan integrated voter education is defined here as encompassing indirect voter registration via constituent referral to non-
partisan third party organizations that do direct voter registration; issue and process education; voter mobilization; election protection; 
and engagement on relevant ballot initiatives. Note: issue education is either on non-partisan issues or, where partisan (abortion, for 
example), is de-linked from voter mobilization activities.

15. See footnote p.16 for explanation of who is not included in these counts.

16. Groundswell defines an “earned media hit” as the audience of (e.g., online visits to or readers/viewers/listeners of) a story from or about 
an organization that that someone unaffiliated by the organization decided to publish. 

17. The grantmaking partners are women’s foundations who serve as intermediary funders, re-granting Catalyst Fund monies to the RJ 
organizations they know best through their geographic- or issue-based work.

18. Groundswell’s Catalyst funds are not used to support grassroots or direct lobbying. Grantees raise funds for grassroots lobbying from 
sources other than Catalyst.

19. The policy process is far too complex and long-term for any one organization or advocate to claim full credit for policy passage or defeat. 
However, when Catalyst grantees mobilize their communities, send their staff and constituent leaders to educate and testify to public 
officials, and forge and leverage relationships with allies and decision makers, their involvement is a critical part of the RJ policy process 
— and its absence would be felt.

20. This is Forward Together’s definition of RJ, which is widely used by organizations in the RJ field. 
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